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By 

Special to The Oregonian

When the grisly images of torture perpetrated by U.S. military personnel at Abu Ghraib came to

public attention in 2004, there was no doubt that they were spectacularly horrifying. Pictures of

hooded and veiled prisoners flooded the news media. "Bearing Witness," an exhibition of portraits of

former Abu Ghraib detainees by Philadelphia-based artist Daniel Heyman, adds a personal

dimension, unmasking the detainees in his paintings and provoking a compassionate identification

with a suffering victim.

Composed during interviews between human rights attorneys and former detainees, each of

Heyman's gouache portraits freely alternate between a likeness of the interviewee and snippets of his

testimony. Each piece clearly represents a different detainee, but, cumulatively, they adhere to a

uniform "profile," to borrow a phrase from Homeland Security.

One notices first that they are all dark-haired men with olive complexions,

almost all of whom wear mustaches or beards. But then their broken

expressions sink in: the exhausted slouch of their shoulders, the dead-eyed

stares. Heyman populates the white space surrounding each subject's head

with text, rendering the oppression of their memories unavoidably legible.

In some portraits, the text is easily read, moving from left to right and adhering to a linear narrative. In others, the detainees' testimonies

twist and spiral, mirroring the circuitous path of thought plagued by fear and paranoia.

Interestingly, Heyman limits his work on each image to the duration of the corresponding interview, locating a time-based, performative

quality within the otherwise conventional undertaking of portraiture. This imposed limitation reveals itself to chilling effect in the sparest

portraits, which seem to have been abruptly abandoned or barely begun. Such a portrait appears in the larger work "Istanbul Book," 2007,

apparently when an interviewee was too aggrieved to continue recounting his experiences. The text from the other portraits, however, fills in

the blanks. In "I Did Not Have a Beard," 2008, a former detainee describes being placed in a freezing tank of water and photographed

cradling a bomb between his legs, before concluding, "I tried to find some way to kill myself."

By pairing those accounts with the traumatized countenances of the detainees who lived through them, Heyman's portraits demand we

confront these actions in specifically human terms: by looking them in the face.

 

-- John Motley
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